Abstract. Suppose that A ∈ R N ×N is symmetric positive semidefinite with rank K ≤ N . Our goal is to decompose A into K rank-one matrices
Introduction
Many problems in science and engineering lead to huge symmetric and positive semi-definite (PSD) matrices. Often they arise from the discretization of self-adjoint PSD operators or their kernels, especially in the context of data science and partial differential equations.
Consider a symmetric PSD matrix of size N × N , denoted as A. Since N is typically large, this causes serious obstructions when dealing numerically with such problems. Fortunately in many applications the discretization A is low-rank or approximately low-rank, i.e., there exists {ψ 1 , . . . , ψ K } ⊂ R N for K N such that
respectively. Here, > 0 is some small number and A 2 = λ max (A) is the largest eigenvalue of A. To obtain such a low-rank decomposition/approximation of A, the most natural method is perhaps the eigen decomposition with {ψ k } K k=1 as the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest K eigenvalues of A. An additional advantage of the eigen decomposition is the fact that eigenvectors are orthogonal to each other. However, eigenvectors are typically dense vectors, i.e., every entry is typically nonzero.
For a symmetric PSD matrix A with rank K N , the aim of this paper is to find an alternative decomposition
Here the number of components is still its rank K, which is optimal, and the modes {g k } K k=1 are required to be as sparse as possible. In this paper, we work on the symmetric PSD matrices, which are typically the discretized self-adjoint PSD operators or their kernels. We could have just as well worked on the self-adjoint PSD operators. This would correspond to the case when N = ∞. Much of what will be discussed below applies equally well to this case.
Symmetric PSD matrices/operators/kernels appear in many science and engineering branches and various efforts have been made to seek sparse modes. In statistics, sparse Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and its convex relaxations [20, 46, 8, 40] are designed to sparsify the eigenvectors of data covariance matrices. In quantum chemistry, Wannier functions [42, 23] and other methods [34, 43, 33, 37, 25] have been developed to obtain a set of functions that approximately span the eigenspace of the Hamitonian, but are spatially localized or sparse. In numerical homogenization of elliptic equations with rough coefficients [14, 15, 9, 36, 35] , a set of multiscale basis functions is constructed to approximate the eigenspace of the elliptic operator and is used as the finite element basis to solve the equation. In most cases, sparse modes reduce the computational cost for further scientific experiments. Moreover, in some cases sparse modes have a better physical interpretation compared to the global eigen-modes. Therefore, it is of practical importance to obtain sparse (localized) modes.
1.1. Our results. The number of nonzero entries of a vector ψ ∈ R N is called its l 0 norm, denoted by ψ 0 . Since the modes in (1) are required to be as sparse as possible, the sparse decomposition problem is naturally formulated as the following optimization problem However, this problem is rather difficult to solve because: first, minimizing l 0 norm results in a combinatorial problem and is computationally intractable in general; second, the number of unknown variables is K × N where N is typically a huge number. Therefore, we introduce the following patch-wise sparseness as a surrogate of ψ k 0 and make the problem computationally tractable. N with respect to the partition P, denoted by s(ψ; P), is defined as s(ψ; P) = #{P ∈ P : ψ| P = 0}.
Throughout this paper, [N ] denotes the index set {1, 2, 3, . . . , N }; 0 denotes the vectors with all entries equal to 0; |P | denotes the cardinality of a set P ; ψ| P ∈ R |P | denotes the restriction of ψ ∈ R N on patch P . Once the partition P is fixed, smaller s(ψ; P) means that ψ is nonzero on fewer patches, which implies a sparser vector. With patch-wise sparseness as a surrogate of the l 0 norm, the sparse decomposition problem (2) is relaxed to If
is an optimizer for (3), we call them a set of intrinsic sparse modes for A under partition P. Since the objective function of problem (3) only takes nonnegative integer values, we know that for a symmetric PSD matrix A with rank K, there exists at least one set of intrinsic sparse modes.
It is obvious that the intrinsic sparse modes depend on the domain partition P. Two extreme cases would be M = N and M = 1. For M = N , s(ψ; P) recovers ψ 0 and the patch-wise sparseness minimization problem (3) recovers the original l 0 minimization problem (2) . Unfortunately, it is computationally intractable. For M = 1, every non-zero vector has sparseness one, and thus the number of nonzero entries makes no difference. However, in this case the problem (3) is computationally tractable. For instance, a set of (unnormalized) eigenvectors is one of the optimizers. We are interested in the sparseness defined in between, namely, a partition with a meso-scale patch size. Compared to ψ 0 , the meso-scale partition sacrifices some resolution when measuring the support, but makes the optimization (3) efficiently solvable. Specifically, Problem (3) with the following regular-sparse partitions enjoys many good properties. These properties enable us to design a very efficient algorithm to solve Problem (3). If two intrinsic sparse modes are non-zero on exactly the same set of patches, which are called unidentifiable modes in Definition 3.2, it is easy to see that any rotation of these unidentifiable modes forms another set of intrinsic sparse modes. From a theoretical point of view, if a partition is regular-sparse with respect to A, the intrinsic sparse modes are unique up to rotations of unidentifiable modes, see Theorem 3.1. Moreover, as the partition gets refined, the original identifiable intrinsic sparse modes remain unchanged, while the original unidentifiable modes become identifiable and become sparser (in the sense of l 0 norm), see Theorem 3.2. In this sense, the intrinsic sparse modes are independent of the partition that we use. From a computational point of view, a regular-sparse partition ensures that the restrictions of the intrinsic sparse modes on each patch P m can be constructed from rotations of local eigenvectors. Following this idea, we propose the intrinsic sparse mode decomposition (ISMD), see Algorithm 1. In Theorem 3.1, we have proved that the ISMD solves problem (3) exactly on regular-sparse partitions. We point out that, even when the partition is not regular-sparse, numerical experiments show that the ISMD still generates a sparse decomposition of A.
The ISMD consists of three steps. In the first step, we perform eigen decomposition of A restricted on local patches {P m } from this big coupled system. Surprisingly, when the partition is regular-sparse, this coupled system can be decoupled and every local rotation D m can be solved independently by a joint diagonalization problem (13) . In the last "patch-up" step, we identify correlated local pieces across different patches by the pivoted Cholesky decomposition of a symmetric PSD matrix Ω and then glue them into a single intrinsic sparse mode. Here, Ω is the projection of A onto the subspace spanned by all the local pieces {G m } M m=1 , see Eqn. (15) . This step is necessary to reduce the number of decomposed modes to the optimal K, i.e., the rank of A. The last step also equips the ISMD the power to identify long range correlation and to honor the intrinsic correlation structure hidden in A. The popular l 1 approach typically does not have this property. The ISMD has very low computational complexity. There are two reasons for its efficiency: first of all, instead of computing the expensive global eigen decomposition, we compute only the local eigen decompositions of {A mm } M m=1 ; second, there is an efficient algorithm to solve the joint diagonalization problems for the local rotations {D m } M m=1 . Moreover, because both performing the local eigen decompositions and solving the joint diagonalization problems can be done independently on each patch, the ISMD is embarrassingly parallelizable.
The stability of the ISMD is also explored when the input data A is mixed with noises. We study the small perturbation case, i.e., A = A + A. Here, A is the noiseless rank-K symmetric PSD matrix, A is the symmetric additive perturbation and > 0 quantifies the noise level. A simple thresholding step is introduced in the ISMD to achieve our aim: to clean up the noise A and to recover the intrinsic sparse modes of A. Under some assumptions, we can prove that sparse modes { g k } K k=1 , produced by the ISMD with thresholding, exactly capture the supports of A's intrinsic sparse modes {g k } K k=1 and the error g k − g k is small. See Section 4.1 for a precise description.
We have verified all the theoretical predictions with numerical experiments on several synthetic covariance matrices of high dimensional random vectors. Without parallel execution, for partitions with a large range of patch sizes, the computational cost of the ISMD is comparable to that of the partial eigen decomposition [38, 28] . For certain partitions, the ISMD could be 10 times faster than the partial eigen decomposition. We have also implemented the convex relaxation of sparse PCA [25, 40] and compared these two methods. It turns out that the convex relaxation of sparse PCA fails to capture the long range correlation, needs to perform (partial) eigen decomposition on matrices repeatedly for many times and is thus much slower than the ISMD. Moreover, we demonstrate the robustness of the ISMD on partitions which are not regular-sparse and on inputs which are polluted with small noises.
1.2.
Applications. The ISMD leads to a sparse-orthogonal matrix factorization for any matrix. Given a matrix X ∈ R N ×M of rank K and a partition P of the index set [N ], the ISMD tries to solve the following optimization problem:
where s(g k ; P) is the patch-wise sparseness defined in Definition (1.1). Compared to the bi-orthogonal property of SVD, the ISMD requires orthogonality only in one dimension and requires sparsity in the other dimension. The method to obtain the decomposition (4) consists of three steps: first, compute A = XX T ; second, apply the ISMD to A to get
The sparse-orthogonal matrix factorization (4) has potential applications in statistics, machine learning and uncertainty quantification. In statistics and machine learning, latent factor models with sparse loadings have found many applications ranging from DNA microarray analysis [11] , facial and object recognition [41] , web search models [1] and etc. Specifically, latent factor models decompose a data matrix X ∈ R N ×M by product of the loading matrix G ∈ R N ×K and the factor value matrix U ∈ R M ×K , with possibly small noise E ∈ R N ×M , i.e.,
The sparse-orthogonal matrix factorization (4) tries to find the optimal sparse loadings G under the condition that latent factors are normalized and uncorrelated, i.e., columns in U are orthonormal. In practice, the uncorrelated latent factors make lots of sense, but is not guaranteed by many existing matrix factorization methods, e.g., non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [26] , sparse PCA [20, 46, 8] , structured sparse PCA [19] . In uncertainty quantification (UQ), we often need to parametrize a random field, denoted as κ(x, ω), with a finite number of random variables. Applying the ISMD to its covariance function, denoted by Cov(x, y), we can get a parametrization with K random variables:
whereκ(x) is the mean field, the physical modes {g k } K k=1 are sparse/localized, and the random variables {η k } K k=1 are centered, uncorrelated, and have unit variance. The parametrization (6) has a form similar to the widely used Karhenen-Loève (KL) expansion [22, 29] , but in the KL expansion the physical modes {g k } K k=1 are eigenfunctions of the covariance function and are typically nonzero everywhere. Obtaining a sparse parametrization is important to uncover the intrinsic sparse feature in a random field and to achieve computational efficiency for further scientific experiments. In [16] , such sparse parametrization methods are used to design efficient algorithms to solve partial differential equations with random inputs.
1.3.
Connection with the sparse matrix factorization problem. Given a matrix X ∈ R N ×M of M columns corresponding to M observations in R N , a sparse matrix factorization problem is to find a matrix G = [g 1 , . . . , g r ] ∈ R N ×r , called dictionary, and a matrix U = [u 1 , . . . , u r ] ∈ R M ×r , called decomposition coefficients, such that GU T approximates X well and the columns in G are sparse. In [27, 44, 32] , the authors formulated this problem as an optimization problem by penalizing the l1 norm of G, i.e. G 1 := r k=1 g k 1 , to enforce the sparsity of the dictionary. This can be written as (7) min
where the parameter λ > 0 controls to what extent the dictionary G is regularized. We point out that the l1 penalty can be replaced by other penalties. For example, the structured sparse PCA [19] uses certain l1/l2 norm of G to enforce sparsity with specific structures, e.g. rectangular structure on a grid. Problem (7) is not jointly convex in (G, U ). Certain specially designed algorithms have been developed to solve this optimization problem. We will discuss one of these methods in Section 2.3. There are two major differences between the optimization problem (4) and the optimization problem (7). First, the ISMD, which is designed to solve (4), requires that the decomposition coefficients U be orthonormal, while many other methods, including sparse PCA and structured sparse PCA, which are designed to solve (7), only normalize every columns in U . One needs to decide whether the orthogonality in U is necessary in her application and choose the appropriate method. Second, the number of modes K in the ISMD must be the rank of the matrix, while the number of modes r in problem (7) is picked by users and can be any number. In other words, the ISMD is seeking an exact matrix decomposition, while other methods make a trade-off between the accuracy X − GU T F and the sparsity G 1 by recovering the matrix approximately instead of obtaining an exact recovery. Although the ISMD can be modified to do matrix approximation (with the orthogonality constraint on U ), see Algorithm 3, the optimal sparsity of the dictionary G is not guaranteed anymore. Based on these two differences, we recommend the ISMD for sparse matrix factorization problems where the orthogonality in decomposition coefficients U is required and an exact (or nearly exact) decomposition is desired. In our upcoming paper [17, 18] , we will present our recent results on solving Problem (7).
1.4.
Outlines. In Section 2 we present our ISMD algorithm for low rank matrices, analyze its computational complexity and talk about its relation with other methods for sparse decomposition or approximation. In Section 3 we present our main theoretical results, i.e., Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.1. In Section 4, we discuss the stability of the ISMD by performing perturbation analysis. We also provide two modified ISMD algorithms: Algorithm 2 for low rank matrix with small noise, and Algorithm 3 for sparse matrix approximation. Finally, we present a few numerical examples in Section 5 to demonstrate the efficiency of the ISMD and compare its performance with other existing methods.
Intrinsic Sparse Mode Decomposition
In this section, we present the algorithm of the ISMD and analyze its computational complexity. Its relation with other matrix decomposition methods is discussed in the end of this section. In the rest of the paper, O(n) denotes the set of real unitary matrices of size n × n; I n denotes the identity matrix with size n × n. The submatrix of A, with row index in P m and column index in P n , is denoted as A mn . To simplify our notations, we assume that indices in [N ] are rearranged such that A is written as below:
Notice that when implementing the ISMD, there is no need to rearrange the indices as above. The ISMD tries to find the optimal sparse decomposition of A w.r.t. partition P, defined as the minimizer of problem (3). The ISMD consists of three steps: local decomposition, local rotation, and global patch-up.
In the first step, we perform eigen decomposition
where K m is the rank of A mm and
If A mm is ill-conditioned, we truncate the small eigenvalues and a truncated eigen decomposition is used as follows:
K m be the total local rank of A. We extend columns of H m into R N by adding zeros, and get the block diagonal matrix 
is the (Moore-Penrose) pseudo-inverse of H m . In the second step, on every patch P m , we solve the following joint diagonaliziation problem to find a local rotation D m : (13) min
in which 
The correlation matrix with basis G, denoted by Ω ∈ R K (t) ×K (t) , is the matrix such that
With Λ in hand, Ω can be obtained as follows:
Joint diagonalization has been well studied in the blind source separation (BSS) community. We present some relevant theoretical results in Appendix C. A Jacobi-like algorithm [4, 2] , see Algorithm 4, is used in our paper to solve problem (13) . For most cases, we may want to normalize the columns of G ext and put all the magnitude information in Ω, i.e.,
where E is a diagonal matrix with E ii being the l 2 norm of the i-th column of G ext ,Ḡ ext andΩ will substitute the roles of G and Ω in the rest of the algorithm.
In the third step, we use the pivoted Cholesky decomposition to patch up the local pieces G m . Specifically, suppose the pivoted Cholesky decomposition of Ω is given as
where P ∈ R K (t) ×K (t) is a permutation matrix and L ∈ R K (t) ×K is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal entries. Since A has rank K, both Λ and Ω have rank K. This is why L only has K nonzero columns. However, we point out that the rank K is automatically identified in the algorithm instead of given as an input parameter. Finally, A is decomposed as
The columns in G (G ext P L) are our decomposed sparse modes. The full algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. We point out that there are two extreme cases for the ISMD:
• The coarsest partition P = {[N ]}. In this case, the ISMD is equivalent to the standard eigen decomposition.
• The finest partition P = {{i} : i ∈ [N ]}. In this case, the ISMD is equivalent to the pivoted Cholesky factorization onĀ whereĀ ij =
Aij

√
AiiAjj
. If the normalization (17) is applied, the ISMD is equivalent to the pivoted Cholesky factorization of A in this case.
In these two extreme cases, there is no need to use the joint diagonalization step and it is known that in general neither the ISMD nor the pivoted Cholesky decomposition generates sparse decomposition. When P is neither of these two extreme cases, the joint diagonalization is applied to rotate the local eigenvectors and thereafter the generated modes are patch-wise sparse. Specifically, when the partition is regular-sparse, the ISMD generates the optimal patch-wise sparse decomposition as stated in Theorem 3.1.
Algorithm 1 Intrinsic sparse mode decomposition
Require: A ∈ R N ×N : symmetric and PSD;
K is the rank of A, A = GG for n = 1, 2, · · · , M do 10:
end for
12:
Solve the joint diagonalization problem (13) 
17:
Assemble the intrinsic sparse modes G 18: G = H ext DP L Remark 2.1. One can interpret H m as the patch-wise amplitude and D m as the patch-wise phase. The patch-wise amplitude is easy to obtain using a local eigen decomposition (9), while the patch-wise phase is obtained by the joint diagonalization (13) .
In fact, the ISMD solves the following optimization problem where we jointly diagonalize A mn : 
Computational complexity.
The main computational cost of the ISMD comes from the local KL expansion, the joint diagonalization, and the pivoted Cholesky decomposition. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the partition P is uniform, i.e., each group has N M nodes. On each patch, we perform eigen decomposition of A mm of size N/M and rank K m . Then, the cost of the local eigen decomposition step is
For the joint diagonalization, the computational cost of Algorithm 4 is
Here, N corr,m is the number of nonzero matrices in {Σ n;m } M n=1 . Notice that Σ n;m ≡ Λ mn Λ T mn = 0 if and only if A mn = 0. Therefore, N corr,m may be much smaller than M if A is sparse. Nevertheless, we take an upper bound M to estimate the cost. N corr,m K 3 m is the computational cost for each sweeping in Algorithm 4 and N iter,m is the number of iterations needed for the convergence. The asymptotic convergence rate is shown to be quadratic [2] , and we see no more than 6 iterations needed in our numerical examples. Therefore, we can take N iter,m = O(1) and in total we have
Finally, the pivoted Cholesky decomposition of Ω, which is of size
Combining the computational costs in all three steps, we conclude that the total computational cost of the ISMD is
Making use of K m ≤ K, we have an upper bound for Cost ISM D
Comparing to the cost of partial eigen decomposition [38, 28] , which is about O(
, the ISMD is more efficient for low-rank matrices. For matrix A which has a sparse decomposition, the local ranks K m are much smaller than its global rank K. An extreme case is K m = O(1), which is in fact true for many random fields, see [7, 16] . In this case,
When the partition gets finer (M increases), the computational cost first decreases due to the saving in local eigen decompositions. The computational cost achieves its minimum around M = O(N 2/3 ) and then increases due to the increasing cost for the joint diagonalization. This trend is observed in our numerical examples, see Figure 4 .
We point out that the M local eigen decompositions (9) and the joint diagonalization problems (13) are solved independently on different patches. Therefore, our algorithm is embarrassingly parallelizable. This will save the computational cost in the first two steps by a factor of M , which makes the ISMD even faster.
2.3.
Connection with other matrix decomposition methods. Sparse decompositions of symmetric PSD matrices have been studied in different fields for a long time. There are in general two approaches to achieve sparsity: rotation or L 1 minimization. The rotation approach begins with eigenvectors. Suppose that we have decided to retain and rotate K eigenvectors. Define H = [h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K ] with h k being the k-th eigenvector. We post-multiply H by a matrix T ∈ R K×K to obtain the rotated modes
HT . The choice of T is determined by the rotation criterion we use. In data science, for the commonly-used varimax rotation criterion [24, 21] , T is an orthogonal matrix chosen to maximize the variance of squared modes within each column of G.
This drives entries in G towards 0 or ±1. In quantum chemistry, every column in H and G corresponds to a function over a physical domain D and certain specialized sparse modes -localized modes -are sought after. The most widely used criterion to achieve maximally localized modes is the one proposed in [34] . This criterion requires T to be unitary, and then minimizes the second moment:
where
More recently, a method weighted by higher degree polynomials is discussed in [43] . While these criteria work reasonably well for simple symmetric PSD functions/operators, they all suffer from non-convex optimization -which requires a good starting point to converge to the global minimum. In addition, these methods only care about the eigenspace spanned by H instead of the specific matrix decomposition, and thus they cannot be directly applied to solve our problem (3) .
The ISMD proposed in this paper follows the rotation approach. The ISMD implicitly finds a unitary matrix T ∈ R K×K to construct the intrinsic sparse modes
Notice that we rotate the unnormalized eigenvector
The criterion of the ISMD is to minimize the total patch-wise sparseness as in (3). The success of the ISMD lies in the fact that as long as the domain partition is regular-sparse, the optimization problem (3) can be exactly and efficiently solved by Algorithm 1. Moreover, the intrinsic sparse modes produced by the ISMD are optimally localized because we are directly minimizing the total patch-wise sparseness of
The L 1 minimization approach, pioneered by ScotLass [20] , has a rich literature in solving the sparse matrix factorization problem (7), see [46, 8, 45, 40, 37, 25] . Problem (7) is highly non-convex in (G, U ), and there has been a lot of efforts (see e.g. [8, 40, 25] ) in relaxing it to a convex optimization. First of all, since there are no essential constraints on U , one can get rid of U by considering the variational form [20, 46, 37] : (26) min
where A = XX T is the covariance matrix as in the ISMD (3) and Tr is the trace operator on square matrices. Notice that the problem is still non-convex due to the orthogonality constraint G T G = I K . In the second step, the authors in [40] proposed the following semi-definite programming to obtain the sparse density matrix W ∈ R n×n , which plays the same role as GG T in (26):
Here, 0 W I N means that both W and I N − W are symmetric and positive semi-definite. Finally, the first K eigenvectors of W are used as the sparse modes G. An equivalent formulation was proposed in [25] , and the authors proposed to pick K columns of W as the sparse modes G.
We will compare the advantages and disadvantages of the ISMD and the convex relaxation of sparse PCA in Section 5.2 and Section 5.6.
Theoretical results with regular-sparse partitions
In this section, we present the main theoretical results of the ISMD, i.e., Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and its perturbation analysis. We first introduce a domain-decomposition type presentation of any feasible
Then we discuss the regular-sparse property and use it to prove our main results. When no ambiguity arises, we denote patch-wise sparseness s(g k ; P) as s k .
A domain-decomposition type presentation. For an arbitrary decomposition
For a sparse decomposition, we expect that most columns in Ψ| Pm are zero, and thus we define the local dimension on patch P m as follows. , and group together all the nonzero local pieces on patch P m and obtain
Therefore, we have
where L We stack up Ψ m and L (ψ) m as follows,
, and then we have:
The intuition in Eqn. (31) is that the local pieces Ψ m are linked together by the indicator matrix L (ψ) and the modes Ψ on the entire domain [N ] can be recovered from Ψ ext and L (ψ) . We call L (ψ) the indicator matrix of Ψ.
We use a simple example to illustrate the patch-wise sparseness, the local dimension and Eqn. (31) . In this case, Ψ ∈ R N ×K (N = 100, K = 2) is the discretized version of two functions on [0, 1] and P partitions [0, 1] uniformly into four intervals as shown in Figure 3 .1. ψ 1 , the red starred mode, is nonzero on the left two patches and ψ 2 , the blue circled mode, is nonzero on the right three patches. The sparseness of ψ 1 is 2, the sparseness of ψ 2 is 3, and the local dimensions of the four patches are 1, 2, 1, and 1 respectively, as we comment in Figure 3 .1. Following the definitions above, we have
With this domain-decomposition type representation of Ψ, the decomposition constraint is rewritten as:
Here, Ω (ψ) has a role similar to that of Ω in the ISMD. It can be viewed as the correlation matrix of A under basis Ψ ext , just like how Λ and Ω are defined.
Finally, we provide two useful properties of the local indicator matrices L (ψ) m , which are direct consequences of their definitions. Its proof is elementary and can be found in Appendix A.
n;m is diagonal with diagonal entries either 1 or 0. Moreover, B 
T has a block-diagonal structure with K blocks. The k-th diagonal block is the one contributed by l
Therefore, as long as we
obtain Ω (ψ) , we can use the pivoted Cholesky decomposition to efficiently recover L (ψ) . The ISMD follows this rationale: we first construct local pieces Ψ ext ≡ diag{Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 , · · · , Ψ M } for certain set of intrinsic sparse modes Ψ; then from the decomposition constraint (32) we are able to compute Ω (ψ) ; finally, the pivoted Cholesky decomposition is applied to obtain L (ψ) and the modes are assembled by Ψ = Ψ ext L (ψ) . Obviously, the key step is to construct Ψ ext , which are local pieces of a set of intrinsic sparse modes -this is exactly where the regular-sparse property and the joint diagonalization come into play.
3.2. regular-sparse property and local modes construction. In this and the next subsections (Section 3.2 -Section 3.3), we assume that the submatrices A mm are well conditioned and thus the exact local eigen decomposition (9) is used in the ISMD.
Combining the local eigen decomposition (9) and local decomposition constraint (30) , there exists D
m . Moreover, since the local eigenvectors are linearly independent, we have
We see that d m = K m if and only if columns in Ψ m is also linearly independent. In this case,
This is exactly what is required by the regular-sparse property, see Definition 1.2. It is easy to see that we have the following equivalent definitions of regular-sparse property. (1) The partition P is regular-sparse with respect to A.
The proof is elementary and is omitted here. By Proposition 3.2, for regular-sparse partitions local pieces of a set of intrinsic sparse modes can be constructed from rotating local eigenvectors, i.e., Ψ m = H m D m are local pieces of a set of intrinsic sparse modes. More importantly, this necessary condition turns out to be sufficient, and thus provides us a criterion to find the local rotations. Lemma 3.1. Suppose that P is regular-sparse w.r.t. A and that {ψ k } K k=1 is an arbitrary set of intrinsic sparse modes. Denote the transformation from
m is unitary and jointly diagonalizes {Σ n;m } M n=1 , which are defined in (14) . Specifically, we have
, defined in (33) , is diagonal with diagonal entries either 0 or 1.
Proof. From item 3 in Proposition 3.2, any set of intrinsic sparse modes must have local dimension
m with the decomposition constraint (32), we get
and that H ext has linearly independent columns, we obtain
Since D m for an arbitrary set of intrinsic sparse modes is the minimizer of the joint diagonalization problem (13) . In the other direction, the following lemma guarantees that any minimizer of the joint diagonalization problem (13) , denoted as D m , transforms local eigenvectors H m to G m , which are the local pieces of certain intrinsic sparse modes.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that P is regular-sparse w.r.t. A and that D m is a minimizer of the joint diagonalization problem (13) . As in the ISMD, define G m = H m D m . Then there exists a set of intrinsic sparse modes such that its local pieces on patch P m are equal to G m .
Before we prove this lemma, we examine the uniqueness property of intrinsic sparse modes. It is easy to see that permutations and sign flips of a set of intrinsic sparse modes are still a set of intrinsic sparse modes. Specifically, if {ψ k } K k=1 is a set of intrinsic sparse modes and σ :
is another set of intrinsic sparse modes. Another kind of non-uniqueness comes from the following concept -identifiability. Definition 3.2 (Identifiability). For two modes g 1 , g 2 ∈ R N , they are unidentifiable on partition P if they are supported on the same patches, i.e., {P ∈ P : g 1 | P = 0} = {P ∈ P : g 2 | P = 0}. Otherwise, they are identifiable. For a collection of modes {g i } k i=1 ⊂ R N , they are unidentifiable iff any pair of them are unidentifiable. They are pair-wisely identifiable iff any pair of them are identifiable.
It is important to point out that the identifiability above is based on the resolution of partition P. Unidentifiable modes for partition P may have different supports and become identifiable on a refined partition. Unidentifiable intrinsic sparse modes lead to another kind of non-uniqueness for intrinsic sparse modes. For instance, when two intrinsic sparse modes ψ m and ψ n are unidentifiable, then any rotation of [ψ m , ψ n ] while keeping other intrinsic sparse modes unchanged is still a set of intrinsic sparse modes.
Local pieces of intrinsic sparse modes inherit this kind of non-uniqueness. Suppose Ψ m ≡ [ψ m,1 , . . . , ψ m,dm ] are the local pieces of a set of intrinsic sparse modes Ψ on patch
are local pieces of another set of intrinsic sparse modes. Second, if ψ m,i and ψ m,j are the local pieces of two unidentifiable intrinsic sparse modes, then any rotation of [ψ m,i , ψ m,j ] while keeping other local pieces unchanged are local pieces of another set of intrinsic sparse modes. It turns out that this kind of nonuniqueness has a one-to-one correspondence with the non-uniqueness of joint diagonalizers for problem (13) , which is characterized in Theorem C. 
From Eqn. (40), we can see that identifiable pieces are completely separated and the small rotation matrices, V m,i , only mix unidentifiable pieces Ψ m,i . Π m merely permutes the columns in G m . From the non-uniqueness of local pieces of intrinsic sparse modes, we conclude that G m are local pieces of another set of intrinsic sparse modes.
We point out that the local pieces {G m } M m=1 constructed by the ISMD on different patches may correspond to different sets of intrinsic sparse modes. Therefore, the final "patch-up" step should further modify and connect them to build a set of intrinsic sparse modes. Fortunately, the pivoted Cholesky decomposition elegantly solves this problem.
3.3.
Optimal sparse recovery and consistency of the ISMD. As defined in the ISMD, Ω is the correlation matrix of A with basis G ext , see (15) . If Ω enjoys a block diagonal structure with each block corresponding to a single intrinsic sparse mode, just like
T , the pivoted Cholesky decomposition can be utilized to recover the intrinsic sparse modes.
It is fairly easy to see that Ω indeed enjoys such a block diagonal structure when there is one set of intrinsic sparse modes that are pair-wisely identifiable. Denoting this identifiable set as {ψ k } K k=1 (only its existence is needed), by Eqn. (39), we know that on patch P m there is a permutation matrix Π m and a diagonal matrix V m with diagonal entries either 1 or -1 such that (16) and (38), we have
in which V = diag{V 1 , . . . , V m } is diagonal with diagonal entries either 1 or -1 and Π = diag{Π 1 , . . . , Π m } is a permutation matrix. Since the action of ΠV T does not change the block diagonal structure of Ω (ψ) , Ω still has such a structure and the pivoted Cholesky decomposition can be readily applied. In fact, the action of ΠV T exactly corresponds to the column permutation and sign flips of intrinsic sparse modes, which is the only kind of non-uniqueness of problem (3) when the intrinsic sparse modes are pair-wisely identifiable. For the general case when there are unidentifiable intrinsic sparse modes, Ω still has the block diagonal structure with each block corresponding to a group of unidentifiable modes, resulting in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose the domain partition P is regular-sparse with respect to A. Let A = GG T be the decomposition given by the ISMD (19) and Ψ ≡ [ψ 1 , . . . , ψ K ] be an arbitrary set of intrinsic sparse modes. Let columns in Ψ be ordered such that unidentifiable modes are grouped together, denoted as Ψ = [Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ Q ], where Q is the number of unidentifiable groups and n q is the number of modes in Ψ q . Then there exists Q rotation matrices U q ∈ R nq×nq (1 ≤ q ≤ Q) such that
with reordering of columns in G if necessary. It immediately follows that • the ISMD generates one set of intrinsic sparse modes.
• the intrinsic sparse modes are unique up to permutations and rotations within unidentifiable modes. 
In terms of block-wise formulation, we get
Correspondingly, by (40) the local pieces satisfy
Now, we prove that Ω has the block diagonal structure in which each block corresponds to a group of unidentifiable modes. Specifically, G m,i = Ψ m,i V m,i and G n,j = Ψ n,j V n,j are two identifiable groups, i.e., Ψ m,i and Ψ n,j are from two identifiable groups, and we want to prove that the corresponding block in Ω, denoted as Ω m,i;n,j , is zero. From Eqn. (44), one gets Ω m,i;n,
n,j is defined similarly. Due to identifiability between Ψ m,i and Ψ n,j , we know L In (18) , the ISMD performs the pivoted Cholesky decomposition Ω = P LL T P T and generates sparse modes G = G ext P L. Due to the block diagonal structure in Ω, every column in P L can only have nonzero entries on local pieces that are not identifiable. Therefore, columns in G have identifiable intrinsic sparse modes completely separated and unidentifiable intrinsic sparse modes rotated (including sign flip) by certain unitary matrices. Therefore, G is a set of intrinsic sparse modes.
Due to the arbitrary choice of Ψ, we know that the intrinsic sparse modes are unique to permutations and rotations within unidentifiable modes.
Remark 3.1. From the proof above, we can see that it is the block diagonal structure of Ω that leads to the recovery of intrinsic sparse modes. The pivoted Cholesky decomposition is one way to explore this structure. In fact, the pivoted Cholesky decomposition can be replaced by any other matrix decomposition that preserves this block diagonal structure, for instance, the eigen decomposition if there is no degeneracy.
Despite the fact that the intrinsic sparse modes depend on the partition P, the following theorem guarantees that the solutions to problem (3) give consistent results as long as the partition is regular-sparse. Theorem 3.2. Suppose that P c is a partition, P f is a refinement of P c and that P f is regular-sparse. Suppose {g
(with reordering if necessary) are the intrinsic sparse modes produced by the ISMD on P c and P f , respectively. Then for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, in the coarse partition P c g k , i.e., {P ∈ P c : g
Moreover, if g (c)
k is identifiable on the coarse patch P c , it remains unchanged when the ISMD is performed on the refined partition P f , i.e., g
Proof. Given the finer partition P f is regular-sparse, it is easy to prove the coarser partition P c is also regularsparse.
2 Notice that if two modes are identifiable on the coarse partition P c , they must be identifiable on the 2 We provide the proof in supplementary materials, see Lemma B.1.
fine partition P f . However, the other direction is not true, i.e., unidentifiable modes may become identifiable if the partition is refined. Based on this observation, Theorem 3.2 is a simple corollary of Theorem 3.1.
Finally, we provide a necessary condition for a partition to be regular-sparse as follows. 
is in fact the eigen decomposition of Ω (ψ) . The eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector l
, which is also equal to l Combining Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.3, we can develop a hierarchical process that gradually finds the finest regular-sparse partition and thus obtains the sparsest decomposition using the ISMD. This sparsest decomposition can be viewed as another definition of intrinsic sparse modes, which are independent of partitions. In our numerical examples, our partitions are all uniform but with different patch sizes. We see that even when the partition is not regular-sparse, the ISMD still produces a nearly optimal sparse decomposition.
Perturbation analysis and two modifications
In real applications, data are often contaminated by noises. For example, when measuring the covariance function of a random field, sample noise is inevitable if a Monte Carlo type sampling method is utilized. A basic requirement for a numerical algorithm is its stability with respect to small noises. In Section 4.1, under several assumptions, we are able to prove that the ISMD is stable with respect to small perturbations in the input A. In Section 4.2, we provide two modified ISMD algorithms that effectively handle noises in different situations.
Perturbation analysis of the ISMD.
We consider the additive perturbation here, i.e., A is an approximately low rank symmetric PSD matrix that satisfies
Here, A is the noiseless rank-K symmetric PSD matrix and A is the symmetric additive perturbation and > 0 quantifies the noise level. We divide A into blocks that are conformal with blocks of A in (8) and thus A mn = A mn + A mn . In this case, we need to apply the truncated local eigen decomposition (10) to capture the correct local rank K m . Suppose the eigen decomposition of A mm is
In this subsection, we assume that the noise level is very small with 1 such that there is an energy gap between γ m,Km and γ m,Km+1 . Therefore, the truncation (10) captures the correct local rank K m , i.e., ( 
46)
A
In the rest of the ISMD, the perturbed local eigenvectors H m is used as H m in the noiseless case. We expect that our ISMD is stable with respect to this small perturbation and generates slightly perturbed intrinsic sparse modes of A.
To carry out this perturbation analysis, we will restrict ourselves to the case when intrinsic sparse modes of A are pair-wisely identifiable and thus it is possible to compare the error between the noisy output g k with A's intrinsic sparse mode g k . When there are unidentifiable intrinsic sparse modes of A, it only makes sense to consider the perturbation of the subspace spanned by those unidentifiable modes and we will not consider this case in this paper. The following lemma is a preliminary result on the perturbation analysis of local pieces G m . Here C eig is a constant depending on A but not on or A. Then there exists E (jd) m ∈ R Km×Km such that
where G m and G m are local pieces constructed by the ISMD with input A and A respectively, J m is the product of a permutation matrix with a diagonal matrix having only ±1 on its diagonal, and C jd is a constant depending on A but not on or A. Here, • 2 and • F are matrix spectral norm and Frobenius norm, respectively.
Lemma 4.1 ensures that local pieces of intrinsic sparse modes can be constructed with O( ) accuracy up to permutation and sign flips (characterized by J m in (48)) under several assumptions. The identifiability assumption is necessary. Without such assumption, these local pieces are not uniquely determined up to permutations and sign flips. The assumption (47) holds true when eigen decomposition of A mm is well conditioned, i.e., both eigenvalues and eigenvectors are well conditioned. We expect that a stronger perturbation result is still true without making this assumption. The proof of Lemma 4.1 is an application of perturbation analysis for the joint diagonalization problem [5] , and is presented in Appendix D.
Finally, Ω is the correlation matrix of A with basis
Specifically, the (m, n)-th block of Ω is given by
Without loss of generality, we can assume that J m = I Km in (48). 3 Based on the perturbation analysis of G m in Lemma 4.1 and the standard perturbation analysis of pseudo-inverse, for instance see Theorem 3.4 in [39] , it is straightforward to get a bound of the perturbations in Ω, i.e.,
Here, C ismd depends on the smallest singular value of G m and the constants C eig and C jd in Lemma 4.1. Notice that when all intrinsic modes are identifiable with each other, the entries of Ω are either 0 or ±1. Therefore, when C ismd is small enough, we can exactly recover Ω from Ω as below:
for Ω ij > 0.5.
Following Algorithm 1, we get the pivoted Cholesky decomposition Ω = P LL T P T and output the perturbed intrinsic sparse modes
Notice that the patch-wise sparseness information is all coded in L and we can reconstruct L exactly due to the thresholding step (50), G has the same patch-wise sparse structure as G. Moreover, because the local pieces G ext are constructed with O( ) error, we have
where the constant C g only depends the constants C eig and C jd in Lemma 4.1.
4.2.
Two modified ISMD algorithms. In Section 4.1, we have shown that the ISMD is robust to small noises under the assumption of regular sparsity and identifiability. In this section, we provide two modified versions of the ISMD to deal with the cases when these two assumptions fail. The first modification aims at constructing intrinsic sparse modes from noisy input A in the small noise region, as in Section (4.1), but it does not require the regular sparsity and identifiability. The second modification aims at constructing a simultaneous low-rank and sparse approximation of A when the noise is big. Our numerical experiments demonstrate that these modified algorithms are quite effective in practice.
4.2.1. ISMD with thresholding. In the general case when unidentifiable pairs of intrinsic sparse modes exist, the thresholding idea (50) is still applicable but the threshold th should be learnt from the data, i.e., the entries in Ω. Specifically, there are O(1) entries in Ω corresponding to the slightly perturbed nonzero entries in Ω; there are also many O( ) entries that are contributed by the noise A. If the noise level is small enough, we can see a gap between these two group of entries, and a threshold th is chosen such that it separates these two groups. A simple 2-cluster algorithm is able to identify the threshold th . In our numerical examples we draw the histogram of absolute values of entries in Ω and it clearly shows the 2-cluster effect, see Figure 10 .
Finally, we set all the entries in Ω with absolute value less than th to 0. In this approach we do not need to know the noise level a priori and we just learn the threshold from the data. To modify Algorithm 1 with this thresholding technique, we just need to add one line between assembling Ω (Line 15) and the pivoted Cholesky decomposition (Line 16), see Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Intrinsic sparse mode decomposition with thresholding
The same with Algorithm 1 from Line 1 to Line 13
2:
Assemble Ω, thresholding and its pivoted Cholesky decomposition 3: Ω = D T ΛD 4: Learn a threshold th from Ω and set all the entries in Ω with absolute value less than th to 0 5: Ω = P LL T P T
6:
Assemble the intrinsic sparse modes
It is important to point out that when the noise is large, the O(1) entries and O( ) entries mix together. In this case, we cannot identify such a threshold th to separate them, and the assumption that there is an energy gap between γ m,Km and γ m,Km+1 is invalid. In the next subsection, we will present the second modified version to overcome this difficulty.
4.2.2.
Low rank approximation with ISMD. In the case when there is no gap between γ m,Km and γ m,Km+1 (i.e., no well-defined local ranks), or when the noise is so large that the threshold th cannot be identified, we modify our ISMD to give a low-rank approximation of A ≈ GG T , in which G is observed to be patch-wise sparse from our numerical examples.
In this modification, the normalization (17) is applied and thus we have:
It is important to point out thatΩ has the same block diagonal structure as Ω but has different eigenvalues. Specifically, for the case when there is no noise and the regular-sparse assumption holds true,Ω has eigenvalues { g k 2 2 } K k=1 for a certain set of intrinsic sparse modes g k , while Ω has eigenvalues {s k } K k=1 (here s k is the patch-wise sparseness of the intrinsic sparse mode). We first perform eigen decompositionΩ =LL T and then assemble the final result by G =Ḡ extL . The modified algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Here we replace the pivoted Cholesky decomposition of Ω in Algorithm 1 by eigen decomposition ofΩ. From Remark 3.1, this modified version generates exactly the same result with Algorithm 1 if all the intrinsic sparse modes have different l 2 norm (there are no repeated eigenvalues inΩ). The advantage of the pivoted Cholesky decomposition is its low computational cost and the fact that it always exploits the (unordered) block diagonal structure of Ω. However, it is more sensitive to noise compared to eigen decomposition. In contrast, eigen decomposition is much more robust to noise. Moreover, eigen decomposition gives the Assemble Ω, normalization and its eigen decomposition
Assemble the intrinsic sparse modes G 7: G =Ḡ extL optimal low rank approximation ofΩ. Thus Algorithm 3 gives a more accurate low rank approximation for A compared to Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 that use the pivoted Cholesky decomposition.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the robustness of our intrinsic sparse mode decomposition method and compare its performance with that of the eigen decomposition, the pivoted Cholesky decomposition, and the convex relaxation of sparse PCA. All our computations are performed using MATLAB R2015a (64-bit) on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 (3.40 GHz). The pivoted Cholesky decomposition is implemented in MATLAB according to Algorithm 3.1 in [30] .
We will use synthetic covariance matrices of a random permeability field, which models the underground porous media, as the symmetric PSD input A. This random permeability model is adapted from the porous media problem [12, 10] where the physical domain D is two dimensional. The basic model has a constant background and several localized features to model the subsurface channels and inclusions, i.e.,
where κ 0 is the constant background, {g k } K k=1 are characteristic functions of channels and inclusions and η k are the associated uncorrelated latent variables controlling the permeability of each feature. Here, we have K = 35, including 16 channels and 18 inclusions. Among these modes, there is one artificial smiling face mode that has disjoint branches. It is used here to demonstrate that the ISMD is able to capture long range correlation. For this random medium, the covariance function is
Since the length scales of channels and inclusions are very small, with width about 1/32, we need a fine grid to resolve these small features. Such a fine grid is also needed when we do further scientific experiments [12, 10, 16] . In this paper, the physical domain D = [0, 1] 2 is discretized using a uniform grid with h x = h y = 1/96, resulting in A ∈ R N ×N with N = 96 2 . One sample of the random field (and the bird's-eye view) and the covariance matrix are plotted in Figure 2 . It can be seen that the covariance matrix is sparse and concentrates along the diagonal since modes in the ground-truth media are all localized functions.
Note that this example is synthetic because we construct A from a sparse decomposition (53). We would like to test whether different matrix factorization methods, like eigen decomposition, the Cholesky decomposition and the ISMD, are able to recover this sparse decomposition, or even find a sparser decomposition for A. Figure 3 . We can see that both the eigen decomposition (ISMD with H = 1) and the pivoted Cholesky factorization on A generate modes which mix different localized feathers together. On the other hand, the ISMD with H = 1/8 and H = 1/32 exactly recover the localized feathers, including the smiling face. We use Lemma 3.1 to check when the regular-sparse property fails. It turns out that for H ≥ 1/16 the regular-sparse property holds and for H ≤ 1/24 it fails. The eigenvalues of Λ's for H = 1, 1/8 and 1/32 are plotted in Figure 4 on the left side. The eigenvalues of Λ when H = 1 are all 1's, since every eigenvector has patch-wise sparseness 1 in this trivial case. The eigenvalues of Λ when H = 1/16 are all integers, corresponding to patch-wise sparseness of the intrinsic sparse modes. The eigenvalues of Λ when H = 1/32 are not all integers any more, which indicates that this partition is not regular-sparse with respect to A according to Lemma 3.1.
The consistency of the ISMD (Theorem 3.2) manifests itself from H = 1 to H = 1/8 in Figure 3 . As Theorem 3.2 states, the supports of the intrinsic sparse modes on a coarser partition contain those on a finer partition. In other words, we get sparser modes when we refine the partition as long as the partition is regular-sparse. After checking all the 35 recovered modes, we see that the intrinsic sparse modes get sparser and sparser from H = 1 to H = 1/6. When H ≤ 1/6, all the 35 intrinsic sparse modes are identifiable with each other and these intrinsic modes remain the same for H = 1/8, 1/12, 1/16. When H ≤ 1/24, the regularsparse property fails, but we still get the sparsest decomposition (the same decomposition with H = 1/8). For H = 1/32, we exactly recover 33 intrinsic sparse modes but get the other two mixed together. This is not surprising since the partition is not regular-sparse any more. For H = 1/48, we exactly recover all the 35 intrinsic sparse modes again. Table 1 lists the cases when we exactly recover the sparse decomposition (53) from which we construct A. From Theorem 3.1, this decomposition is the optimal sparse decomposition (defined by problem (3)) for H ≥ 1/16. We suspect that this decomposition is also optimal in the L 0 sense (defined by problem (2)). Table 1 . Cases when the ISMD gets exact recovery of the sparse decomposition (53)
The CPU time of the ISMD for different H's is showed in Figure 4 on the right side. We compare the CPU time for the full eigen decomposition eig(A), the partial eigen decomposition eigs(A, 35) , and the pivoted Cholesky decomposition. For 1/16 ≤ H ≤ 1/3, the ISMD is even faster than the partial eigen decomposition. Specifically, the ISMD is ten times faster for the case H = 1/8. Notice that the ISMD performs the local eigen decomposition by eig in Matlab, and thus does not need any prior information about the rank K. If we also assume prior information on the local rank K m , the ISMD would be even faster. The CPU time curve has a V-shape as predicted by our computational estimation (23) . The cost first decreases as we refine the mesh because the cost of local eigen decompositions decreases. Then it increases as we refine further because there are M joint diagonalization problem (13) to be solved. When M is very large, i.e., H = 1/48 or H = 1/96, the 2 layer for-loops from Line 5 to Line 10 in Algorithm 1 become extremely slow in Matlab. When implemented in other languages that have little overhead cost for multiple for-loops, e.g. C or C++, the actual CPU time for H = 1/96 would be roughly the same with the CPU time for the pivoted Cholesky decomposition.
5.2.
Comparison with the semi-definite relaxation of sparse PCA. In comparison, the semi-definite relaxation of sparse PCA (Problem (27) ) gives poor results in this example. We have tested several values of µ, and found that parameter µ = 0.0278 gives the best performance in the sense that the first 35 eigenvectors of W capture most variance in A. The first 35 eigenvectors of W , shown in Figure 5 , explain 95% of the variance, but all of them mix several intrinsic modes like what the eigen decomposition does in Figure 3 . For this example, it is not clear how to choose the best 35 columns out of all the 9216 columns in W , as proposed in [25] . If columns of W are ordered by l 2 norm in descending order, the first 35 columns can only explain 31.46% of the total variance, although they are indeed localized. Figure 6 shows the first 6 columns of W with largest norms.
We also compare the CPU time of the ISMD with that of the semi-definite relaxation of sparse PCA (27) . The sparse PCA is computed using the split Bregman iteration. Each split Bregman iteration requires an eigen-decomposition of a matrix of size N × N . In comparison, the ISMD is cheaper than a single eigendecomposition, as shown in Figure 4 . It has been observed that the split Bregman iteration converges linearly. If we set the error tolerance to be O(δ), the number of iterations needed is about O(1/δ). In our implementation, we set the error tolerance to be 10 −3 and we need to perform 852 iterations. Overall, to solve the convex optimization problem (27) with split Bregman iteration takes over 1000 times more CPU time than the ISMD with H = 1/8.
It is expected that the ISMD is much faster than sparse PCA since the sparse PCA needs to perform many times of partial eigen decomposition to solve problem (27) , but the ISMD has computational cost comparable to one single partial eigen decomposition. As we discussed in Section 1.3, sparse PCA is designed and works reasonably well for problem (7) . When sparse PCA is applied to our sparse decomposition problem (3), it does not work well. However, it is not always the case that the ISMD gives a sparser and more accurate decomposition of A than sparse PCA. In subsection 5.6, we will present another example in which sparse PCA gives a better performance than the ISMD. We point out that unlike the structured sparse PCA [19] , the ISMD does not take advantage of the specific (rectangular) structure of the physical modes. The "smiling face" mode shows that the ISMD can recover non-convex and non-local sparse modes. Therefore, the ISMD is expected to perform equally well even when there is no such structures known.
5.3. ISMD with small noises. In this subsection we report the test on the robustness of the ISMD. In the following test, we perturb the rank-35 covariance matrix A ∈ R 9216×9216 with a random matrix: 
The l ∞ and l 2 error are defined as below:
. Figure 7 shows that Err ∞ and Err 2 depend linearly on the noise level , which validates our stability analysis in Section 4.1.
5.4.
Separate global and localized modes with ISMD. In this example, we consider a more sophisticated model in which the media contain several global modes, i.e.,
where {g k } 2 and ξ k are the associated latent variables with global influence on the entire domain. Here, we keep the 35 localized features as before, but add 2 two global features with f 1 (x) = sin(2πx 1 + 4πx 2 )/2, f 2 (x) = sin(4πx 1 + 2πx 2 )/2. ξ 1 and ξ 2 are set to be uncorrelated and have variance 1. For this random medium, the covariance function is
As before, we discretize the covariance function with h x = h y = 1/96 and represent A by a matrix of size 9216 × 9216. One sample of the random field (and the bird's-eye view) and the covariance matrix are plotted in Figure 8 . It can be seen that the covariance matrix is dense now because we have two global modes. We apply the ISMD with patch size H = 1/16 on A and get 37 intrinsic sparse modes as expected. construction (55). We plot the first 6 intrinsic sparse modes in Figure 9 . As we can see, the ISMD separates the global modes and localized modes in A, or equivalently we separate the low rank dense part and sparse part of A. The reason why we can achieve this separation is that the representation (55) in fact solves the patch-wise sparseness minimization problem (3). The low-rank-plus-sparse decomposition (also known as Robust PCA, see [6, 3, 31] ) can also separate the low rank dense part and the sparse part in A. However, the computational cost of robust PCA is much more expensive than the ISMD. and apply the modified ISMD algorithm 2 on A. The first 6 perturbed intrinsic sparse modes g k are shown in Figure 11 . We can see that their supports are exactly the same as those of the unperturbed intrinsic sparse modes g k in Figure 9 . In fact, the first 37 perturbed intrinsic sparse modes { g k } 37 k=1 exactly capture the supports of the unperturbed intrinsic sparse modes {g k } 37 k=1 . However, we have several extra perturbed intrinsic sparse modes with very small l 2 error since Ω has rank more than 37. When we raise the noise level to 10 −4 , the histogram of the absolute values in Ω is shown in Figure 10(right) . In this case, we cannot identify a gap any more. From Figure 10 (left), we see that the exact Ω has entries in the order of 10 −3 . Therefore, the noise level = 10 −4 is large enough to mix the true nonzero values and noisy null values in Ω together. In Figure 10 the total counts are different because only values between 10 −16.5 and 10 0.5 are counted.
5.6. Application of Algorithm 3. In this section, we consider the one-dimensional Poisson kernel:
where l = 1/16. To refine the small scale, a(x, y) is discretized by a uniform grid with h = 1/512, resulting in A ∈ R 1024×1024 . In Figure 12 we plot the covariance matrix. By truncating the eigen decomposition with 45 modes, we can approximate A with spectral norm error 5%, and these 45 KL modes are plotted on the right panel of the figure. As one can see, they are all global functions. We decompose the domain into 2, 4 and 8 patches respectively and apply the Algorithm 3 with thresholding (50) to each case. For all the three cases, every mode has patch-wise sparseness either 1 or 2. In Figure 13 , the left panels show the modes that are nonzero on more than one patch, and the right panels collect the modes that are nonzero on only one patch. To achieve the same accuracy with the eigen decomposition, the numbers of modes needed are 45, 47 and 49 respectively. The total number is slightly larger than the number of eigen modes, but most modes are localized. For the two-patch case, each patch contains 23 nonzero modes, and for the four-patch case, each patch contains either 12 or 13 nonzero modes, and for the eight-patch case, each patch contains only 7 nonzero modes.
For this translational invariant Poisson kernel, the semi-definite relaxation of sparse PCA (problem (27) ) also gives satisfactory sparse approximation in the sense of problem (26) . Numerical tests show that when µ < 2, sparse PCA tends to put too much weight on the sparsity and it leads to poor approximation to A (over 90% error). In Figure 14 we plot 47 physical modes selected out of 513 columns of W , with µ = 2.7826. The error is 4.94%. We also show 5 out of them on the right panel. Note that we have used the translation invariance property in selecting the columns of W .
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we introduced a new matrix factorization method, the intrinsic sparse mode decomposition (ISMD), to obtain a sparse decomposition of low rank symmetric positive semidefinite matrices. Instead of minimizing the total number of nonzero entries of the decomposed modes, the ISMD minimizes the total patch-wise sparseness with a prescribed partition of index set [N ] . The decomposed modes from the ISMD are called intrinsic sparse modes for the decomposed matrix with respect to the partition. The ISMD is equivalent to the eigen decomposition for the coarsest partition and recovers the pivoted Cholesky decomposition for the finest partition. If the partition is regular-sparse with respect to the matrix to be decomposed, we prove that the ISMD gives the optimal patch-wise sparse decomposition. We also prove that as long as the partition is regular-sparse, the decomposed modes gets sparser (in the sense of l 0 norm) as the partition is refined. Finally, we provide a preliminary results on perturbation analysis of the ISMD based on the assumption that the partition is regular-sparse and the intrinsic sparse modes are identifiable with each other. Numerical examples on synthetic data demonstrate the robustness and efficiency of the ISMD.
Currently, the perturbation analysis is based on an extra assumption that roughly requires that the local eigen decomposition be well conditioned, see Eqn. (47). It would be desirable to perform a perturbation analysis without such assumption or propose a more stable version of the ISMD. In the paper, we also discussed the differences between the sparse-orthogonal matrix factorization problem (4) and the general sparse matrix factorization problem (7). We pointed out that the ISMD is not designed to solve the general matrix factorization problem. The ISMD is recommended as a sparse matrix factorization method only if the orthoganality in decomposition coefficients U is required and an exact (or nearly exact) decomposition is desired. Finally, we have provided a heuristic algorithm (e.g. Algorithm 3) to solve problem (3) for matrix factorization with large noise. Ultimately, the complete resolution of this matrix factorization problem in the presence of large noise requires a better formulation and a more robust algorithm.
Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 3.1
k , divided into patches, can be written as l
From the definition (29), we have l m,k 1 = 1 if ψ k | Pm = 0 and 0 otherwise. Therefore, we obtain
Moreover, on patch P m different ψ k 's correspond to different local pieces in Ψ m (when they are identical, we keep both when constructing Ψ m ), and thus different columns in L 
. Therefore, we obtain is arbitrarily chosen, we conclude that P c is regular-sparse.
Appendix C. Joint diagonalization of matrices
Joint diagonalization is often used in Blind Source Separation (BSS) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA), and it has been well studied. We adopt its algorithm and sensitivity analysis in the ISMD. Suppose a series of n-dimensional symmetric matrices {M k } K k=1 can be decomposed into:
where D is an n-dimensional unitary matrix that jointly diagonalizes {M k } K k=1 and the eigenvalues are stored in diagonal matrices Λ k = diag{λ 1 (k), λ 2 (k), · · · , λ n (k)}. Denote λ i ≡ [λ i (1), λ i (2), . . . , λ i (K)]
T ∈ R K . To find the joint eigenvectors D, we solve the following optimization problem:
(60) min
Obviously the minimum of problem (60) is 0 and D is an minimizer. However, the minimizer is not unique. The so-called unicity assumption, i.e., λ i = λ j for any i = j, is widely used in existing literatures and guarantees that D is unique up to column permutation and sign flips. In general, we assume that there are m (m ≤ n) distinct eigenvalues {λ i } m i=1 with multiplicity {q i } m i=1 respectively. Minimizers of problem (60) are characterized by the following theorem.
Theorem C.1. Suppose that {M k } K k=1 are generated by (59) and that V is a global minimizer of problem (60). There exists a permutation matrix Π ∈ R n×n and block diagonal matrix R such that
in which R i ∈ O(q i ).
Theorem C.1 is the generalization of eigen decomposition of a single symmetric matrix to the case with multiple matrices. Although it is elementary, we provide the sketch of its proof here for completeness.
Proof. Since V is a global minimizer and thus achieves zero in its objective function, The sensitivity analysis of the joint diagonalization problem (60) is studied in [5] , and we directly quote its main results below.
Proposition C.1. Suppose that { M k } K k=1 are generated as follows:
where D is unitary, is a real scalar, matrices M k are arbitrary and matrices Λ k are diagonal as in (59).
Suppose that the unicity assumption, i.e., λ i = λ j for any i = j, holds true. Then any solution of the joint diagonalization problem (60) with the perturbed input { M k } where J is the product of a permutation matrix with a diagonal matrix having only ±1 on its diagonal. Matrix E has a null diagonal and is antisymmetric, i.e., E + E T = 0. Its off-diagonal entries E ij are give by
In this paper, we solve problem (60) using a Jacobi-like algorithm proposed in [4, 2] . The idea is to perform 2-dimensional rotation to reduce the amplitude of the off-diagonal pairs one by one. Denote by R = R(p, q, c, s) the 2-dimensional rotation that deals with (p, q) entries of M k : 
|(R
It can be shown that the choice of c and s that minimizes (63) also minimizes L pq z 2 where z = c 2 − s 2 , 2cs (65) c = 1 + w(1) 2 , s = w(2) 2c .
We perform such rotation for each pair of (p, q) until the algorithm converges, as shown in Algorithm 4. The algorithm has been shown to have quadratic asymptotic convergence rate and is numerically stable, see [2] .
